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1 Introduction

Recently I encountered two remote sensing problems
required an estimate of direct lunar radiance at therma
wavelengths. One was the calculation of signal levels
atmospheric absorption spectroscopy using the moon
source,1,2 and the other was the determination of the eff
that moon glints have on IR polarization radiometry of w
ter surfaces.3 Many optical system designers and analy
turn to the popular MODTRAN radiative transfer program4

in these kinds of situations to quickly estimate atmosphe
solar, and lunar effects on optical and IR system perf
mance. However, the MODTRAN lunar-source model as
the time of this writing does not include thermal emissi
from the sunlit moon, making estimates of direct lunar
diance inaccurate beyond about 2.5mm.

Lunar radiance scattered in the atmosphere exceeds
mal atmospheric path emission for wavelengths sho
than about 1.8mm and is represented adequately by
reflected-solar model alone. Conversely, scattered luna
diance is overpowered by thermal atmospheric path r
ance at longer wavelengths. Therefore, at thermal IR wa
lengths lunar radiance can be safely neglected, excep
when the sensor sees the moon directly or in direct refl
tion ~e.g., moon glints on water!. In these cases, a simp
Planck-function calculation simulating lunar thermal em
sion is superior to a reflected-solar treatment alone. T
note collects information from several sources5–8 to pro-
duce a simple alternative model for estimating direct lu
radiance for a full moon. The objective is to provide
simple and practical method of estimating lunar radian
for engineers and scientists who design, analyze, or us
sensors in the natural earth environment.

2 Lunar Radiative Transfer

To first order, solar radiance outside the earth’s atmosph
can be modeled9 by blackbody radiation at 5900 K. Th
reflected-solar component of lunar radiance can be e
mated from the blackbody solar radianceLbb(l,5900 K) as
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Lbb~l,5900 K!VsRm~l!

p
, ~1!

whereVs is the solid angle subtended by the sun view
from the earth (;6.831025 sr) andRm is the directional-
hemispherical reflectivity of the moon at wavelengthl,
which is shown in Figure 1~this curve is a result of fitting
a smooth curve through several sets of measurements5–7!.
The blackbody solar model of Eq.~1! ignores a lot of fine
structure in the solar spectrum below 1mm, but provides a
good match with the MODTRAN solar calculation a
longer wavelengths~the MODTRAN solar-radiance calcu
lation can be used for more accurate modeling of the s
term at short wavelengths!. Also, the Lambertian assump
tion indicated by thep in the denominator of Eq.~1! is not
exactly valid for the moon’s partially retroreflective su
face, but is acceptable in this approximation.

Thermal emission from the full moon can be appro
mated by blackbody radiation at 390 K multiplied by th
moon’s spectral emissivitye~l!:5–7

Lemitted5«~l!Lbb~l,390 K!. ~2!

The total lunar spectral radiance outside the earth’s at
sphere is the sum of these reflected and emitted terms. M
tiplying the exoatmospheric radiance by the atmosphe
spectral transmissivitytatm(l), and adding the integrate
atmospheric path radianceLatm(l), yields a spectral radi-
ance within the atmosphere,

Lmoon~l!5tatm~l!@L reflected~l!1Lemitted~l!#1Latm~l!.
~3!

The atmospheric spectral transmissivity can be calcula
with MODTRAN or a similar atmospheric radiative tran
fer code.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the spectral lunar radiance outside
earth’s atmosphere calculated for a full moon with t
equations presented here~solid line! and with MODTRAN
3 ~dashed line!. MODTRAN actually calculates spectral ir
radiance, which was converted to radiance by dividing
the solid angle that the moon subtends at the earth (;6.8
31025 sr). The two curves in Figure 2 are similar at wav
lengths below 2.5mm, but MODTRAN massively underes
timates the thermal IR radiance by neglecting lunar em
sion.

These results are valid only for a full moon~zero phase
angle!. At larger phase angles, the moon’s brightness
creases more rapidly than a Lambertian reflector.7,8 Model-
ing the moon at phase angles other than zero requires m
than a simple geometric correction, however, because
1763© 1999 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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effective radiating temperature of the moon also chang
The average lunar temperature decreases from about 3
at full moon to about 90 K at new moon.10

Other small corrections could include accounting for t
variation of solid angle with earth to moon distance, a

Fig. 1 Average directional-hemispherical reflectivity of the full
moon. The emissivity is 1 minus the reflectivity, making the moon a
highly efficient emitter beyond about 6 mm.

Fig. 2 Spectral radiance of the full moon outside the earth’s atmo-
sphere calculated with the model described here, which includes
both solar reflection and thermal emission (solid line) and the corre-
sponding radiance calculated with MODTRAN 3 (dashed line).
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accounting for the small polarization of reflected sunlig
The solid angle subtended by the moon varies from
31025 sr at apogee to 7.531025 sr at perigee for the luna
orbit around the earth.11 The moon and the sun both sub
tend approximately the same solid angle from the earth
an appropriate value of 6.831025 sr has been used here
Polarization has also been neglected because of its
small magnitude (,1%) near zero lunar phase angle~for
visible light, the moon’s polarization varies between e
trema of21.2% and18% at respective phase angles of
and 90 deg!.7
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